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Business innovation is one of the factors driving a company for providing values for
stakeholders toward sustainable competitive advantages. The mentioned values vis-àvis not merely internal stakeholders, but also external stakeholders. Subsequently, this
paper elaborates grand theory within stakeholders theory. The mentioned sustainable
competitive advantages are achieved through the disruptive innovation that revamps
the constellation of sustainable competitive advantages. The disruptive innovation is
implemented and intertwined through industry 4.0 that covers trilogy of physical, digital,
and biology. Subsequently, the mentioned implementation is geared toward benefits of
Making Indonesia 4.0 through Indonesia local wisdom and setting. Precisely, it further
elaborates the Product Design Engineering (PDE). This PDE discipline incorporates
the concept of its evolutionary theories from cognitive psychology; human factors in
product design; kansei engineering; emotional design; affective engineering; and user
experience design
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This paper provides grand theory on service innovation. This grand theory was originally
initially by Schumpeter through his innovation theory [1, 2]. This service innovation theory
is intertwined with the theory of capability-rigidity paradox theory [3, 4]. In this paper,
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business innovation constitutes a trigger point for service innovation in order to create
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product and service that relate to product design engineering [5].
In this paper, the grand theory on service innovation elaborates subsequently the
perspectives of product design engineering, vis-à-vis both theoretical and empirical
perspectives of business innovation, industry 4.0 and Making Indonesia 4.0. This paper
elaborates the service innovation that is beneficial for managerial implementation and
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its implication in product design engineering. Precisely, product design engineering
from concept of user experience, known as UX.

2. Problem statement
Problem statement in this paper refers to how tackle the managerial implementation
of service innovation within the product design engineering perspective, from the
concept of user experience, known as UX. Previously UX by perception has been
associated with software development. Conversely, in Product Design Engineering
(PDE) program; this perception is elaborated in innovated spectrum. The mentioned
spectrum is intended to trigger leaping process for product design engineers the frontier
of the new competencies far exceeding classical form-giving, in term of user experience
(UX) dimensions.

3. Research questions
The principal research questions in this paper comprise two questions. The first question
refers to the inquiry toward to what optimal level that the UX has evolved as compared
to prior evolution from the arching theory of service innovation relates to other theories
as stated in this paper. Subsequently, the second question refers to the inquiry toward to
what extent the theoretical aspects in the first question can be implemented evolution of
research domains related to the UX of Products, by balancing the industry 4.0. Precisely,
this question relates to inquiry on how to harness the industry 4.0 with Making Indonesia
4.0's local wisdom and setting.

4. Purpose of the study
The objective of the study is to provide frontier on the theoretical aspect of service innovation that relates to product design engineering, from concept of UX. The mentioned
frontier is subsequently explored to provide empirical benefits toward the managerial
implementation within product design engineering perspectives, from concept of UX.

5. Conceptual models
In line with Schumpeter [2]; define service innovations as technology-based inventions,
driven by the emergence of new markets or new service opportunities. Meanwhile,
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research works of this theory provide a different definition of service innovations as
changes in the process of producing lines, improvements in risk assessment, in marketing and in organization [6].
The Bongard-Blanchy and Bouchard indicate user UX dimensions that potentially
impact how users' experience products. These dimensions are brought together from
theories of cognitive science, models of human-computer interaction and findings from
design research [7]. They are presented under four categories: dimensions of human
perception, dimensions of products, dimensions of the context of use and the temporal
dimension. In the final part, the identified dimensions are connected into a schema,
illustrating their interplay and therefore the journey of UX between a user and a product,
in a certain context over a certain time.
Figure 1, depicts several evolutions of research domains in product design engineering in term of UX of Products, as the result of scholar works by Bongard-Blanchy
and Bouchard [7]. First, researchers in cognitive psychology were the scholar works
that embark the human perception of objects [8]. With the creation of early years for
personal computers, the domain of human-computer interaction emerged as a vehicle
to augment usability of graphical interfaces [9]. Second, in the product design domain,
the scholar works of human factors gained significance for the same objective: that of
optimizing usability [10, 11]. Third, researchers of ``Kansei Engineering'' [12] in Asia were
the scholar works that initiate and anticipate the emotions, sensations, and semantics
conveyed by product design engineering perspectives. Fourth, in the Western world,
the start of the new century saw the advent of research into ``Emotional Design''; the
study of the emotional value of products [13]. Fifth, furthermore researcher of ``Affective
Engineering'' investigate the sensorial experience evoked by materials and textures [14].
Sixth, while UX is still commonly associated with the realm of human-computer
interaction, other domains such as product or service design integrates the findings
of these various domains under the paradigm of UX design/experience design [15].
Figure 2, illustrates and elaborates schema of the dimension of the user-product
experience, as indicated by Bongard-Blanchy and Bouchard [7]. Through this literature
review, they have sought to demonstrate how UX results from the interplay of a wide
range of concrete (form, colour, semantic, function) and abstract (affective and sensorial
quality, semantic quality, aesthetic quality) product dimensions, together with their
perception by the target user, the context in which s/he encounters the product and the
temporality of the experience. The mentioned Figure 2, is further illustrated in detail in
Figure 3 and Figure 4, in term of user and product, respectively.
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Figure 1: Evolution of research domains related to the UX of products.

Subsequently, in Figure 5, Bongard-Blanchy and Bouchard indicate that nowadays
product engineer has challenges to espouse a holistic view of UX vis-à-vis conceptual
design and design evaluation [7]. That challenges construe, the conceptual design
should always aim congruence between identified, and potentially evolving user goals
and the product purpose.

6. Conclusion
A problem statement in this paper refers to how tackle the managerial implementation
of service innovation within the product design engineering perspective, from concept
of user experience, known as UX. Thus, this paper has already addressed this problem
statement and interpreted it into research questions that have similarly been modeled.
The posed research questions refer to i) optimal level that the UX has evolved as
compared to prior evolution from the arching theory of service innovation relates to
other theories as stated in this paper; and ii) to what extent the theoretical aspects in
the first question can be implemented Evolution of research domains related to the UX
of products, by balancing the industry 4.0.
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Figure 2: Schema of the dimension of the user-product experience.

Figure 3: Schema of the dimension of the user experience.

Ultimately, the objective of the study has been achieved. Precisely, this paper has its
objective to provide frontier on the theoretical aspect of service innovation that relate
to product design engineering, from concept of UX.
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Figure 4: Schema of the dimension of the product experience.

Figure 5: Dimensions of conceptual design (top) and design evaluation (bottom) when designing for UX.

The product design engineer harmonizes function, semantic, sensorial and behavioral properties vis à vis hedonic and pragmatic quality. To validate and improve the
designed experience, concepts and prototypes should then be recurrently evaluated
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through user tests. These evaluations authenticate which pragmatic and hedonic qualities the user really attributes to the designed product.
As conclusion, there are beneficial aspects in term of UX dimensions. Precisely,
this perspective is applicable in product design engineering perspectives. In this situation this perspective is elaborated in innovated spectrum. The mentioned spectrum is
intended to spectacle product design engineers the frontier of the new competencies
far beyond classical form-giving, in term of user experience (UX) dimensions.
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